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Short	Synopsis	
	
After	 taking	 $20,000	 from	 a	 horrific	 crime	 scene,	 a	 young	
Japanese-Canadian	cellist	becomes	entangled	 in	 the	criminal	
underworld	 his	 older	 brother	 is	 keen	 on	 entering	 and	 his	
parents	have	worked	so	hard	to	shield	him	from.		
	
	
Synopsis	
	
Two	 Japanese-Canadian	 cello-playing	 brothers	 inadvertently	
steal	a	bag	of	money	-	and	all	the	woes	that	go	along	with	it	-	
from	 a	 lethal	 Vancouver	 hit	 man.	 Through	 a	 confluence	 of	
events	 and	 massive	 bad	 luck,	 they	 also	 have	 to	 save	 their	
father’s	 life,	 steal	 an	 $8	million	 dollar	 painting	 and	 fight	 for	
their	lives	to	get	into	a	prestigious	music	conservatory.	Along	
the	 way	 they	 discover	 that	 everyone	 has	 a	 price	 and	 that	
family	never	bails	on	family,	no	matter	the	cost.		
	
	
Film	Overview	
	
In	 his	 11th	feature	 film,	 Emmy-nominated	 filmmaker	Warren	
P.	 Sonoda	 (Trailer	 Park	 Boys,	 Coopers	 Camera,	 5ive	 Girls)	
brings	his	most	personal	and	daring	film	to	date,	Things	I	Do	
For	 Money.	 His	 desire	 to	 reconnect	 with	 his	 Japanese-
Canadian	roots,	coupled	with	an	 idea	to	explore	genre-mash	
ups	with	his	extensive	music-video	background,	creates	a	fun,	
kinetic,	 crime/caper/classical-cello	 movie	 with	 a	 cultural	
twist.	 	 At	 the	 centre	 of	 this	 maelstrom	 are	 talented	
newcomers	Theodor	and	Maximilian	Aoki,	who	not	only	star	
in	the	film,	but	also	compose	and	perform	the	entire	original	
score	together	on	their	cellos,	two	things	they’ve	never	done	
before.	
	
Shot	in	13	days	(with	2	pickup	days)	in	the	hot-ass	summer	of	
2018,	with	many	of	the	main	cast	never	having	acted	before	
in	 their	 lives,	 the	TIDFM	team	 is	 thrilled	 to	be	premiering	at	
film	 festivals	 around	 the	 world	 and	 theatrically	 in	 Canada	
during	the	winter	of	2019/spring	2020.	
	
	
Theodor	Aoki	as	Eli	Yaguchi	
	

	
	



	
	
	
	
Long	Synopsis	
	
Seventeen-year-old	ELI	YAGUCHI	has	been	waiting	all	his	life	for	
this	 coming	 Saturday.	 He	 and	 older	 brother,	NICK,	 are	 playing	
their	 cellos	 in	 front	 of	 famed	 conductor	 MAESTRO	 BENITO	 of	
the	Banff	Conservatory.	If	he	likes	their	performance	they’re	in,	
if	he	doesn’t…	Eli	doesn’t	want	to	think	about	it.	
	
Unfortunately	 for	 Eli,	 Nick	 has	 other	 plans.	He’s	 tired	 of	 living	
for	his	parents,	TOSH	AND	MARY	YAGUCHI,	and	has	aspirations	
of	 his	 own.	 Working	 at	 Blinx,	 a	 rock’n	 roll	 bar	 owned	 by	
Hamilton	 gangster	 ALEXI	 RADULI,	 is	 where	 he	 sees	 his	 future.	
Either	performing	 for	an	audience	 in	his	band	or	partying	with	
mobsters	in	the	back	room	–	doesn’t	make	much	difference	to	
him;	it’s	all	good	times.		
	
But	 having	missed	 several	 key	 rehearsals	with	 Eli,	 Nick	 knows	
the	 audition	 isn’t	 going	 to	 happen,	 so	 when	 Alexi	 offers	 the	
brothers	 some	easy	money	working	as	 lookouts	 for	one	of	his	
nefarious	activities,	Nick’s	good	to	go.	Always	wanting	to	please	
his	big	brother,	 Eli	 acquiesces.	 Little	does	either	brother	 know	
that	 they’re	 both	 now	 on	 the	 radar	 of	 BRENDA	 MICKEL,	 a	
seventy-year-old	mobster	matriarch,	whose	plans	for	them	are	
going	to	change	their	lives	forever.	
	
But	 most	 cities	 have	 a	 rogue	 agent	 or	 five	 and	 this	 one’s	 no	
different.	 Alexi	 Raduli	 wreaks	 havoc	 in	 the	 Hamilton	
underworld,	 from	 breaking	 Tosh’s	 arm	 out	 of	 spite	 to	 wiping	
out	an	entire	rival	drug	family,	the	TURCOTTS,	on	a	whim.	And	
with	 every	 crime	 he	 commits,	 Alexi	 drags	 the	 Yaguchi	 boys	
farther	and	deeper	into	his	criminal	world.	He	must	be	stopped,	
but	that’s	easier	said	than	done.		
	
JUST	 JIMMY,	 a	 Vancouver	 hit	man	 brought	 to	Hamilton	 to	 kill	
Alexi	 under	orders	 from	Mary,	 gives	 it	 his	 best	 shot	but	 to	no	
avail,	only	injuring	his	target	and	losing	the	$20,000	he	was	paid	
by	Mary	 to	do	 the	 job.	 Things	 go	 from	bad	 to	worse	when	Eli	
witnesses	 the	 bloody	 shoot-out	 with	 his	 new	 friend	 and	
confidant	 LAURA,	who	 quickly	 takes	 the	 “found”	 bag	 of	 blood	
money,	not	knowing	it	belongs	to	a	lethal	West	Coast	assassin.		
	
Saturday	finally	arrives,	and	Eli	and	Nick	do	perform,	but	not	in	
any	 way	 they	 could	 ever	 have	 imagined.	 Through	 lies,	
manipulation	and	coercion	Alexi	and	Brenda	have	contrived	to	
have	 the	 young	 cellists	 play	 a	 wealthy	 philanthropist’s	
fundraiser.	 The	 brothers	 must	 play	 a	 demanding	 double	 cello	
concerto	 with	 such	 eye-riveting	 passion	 that	 no	 one	 in	 the	
crowded	 room	 will	 notice	 when	 Alexi	 disappears	 with	 an	 $8	
million	dollar	painting	on	display.	With	lives	 literally	hanging	in	
the	 balance,	 the	 boys	 have	 to	 play	 like	 never	 before,	 truly	 a	
performance	of	a	lifetime.		 	 	 	 	 Maximilian	Aoki	as	Nick	Yaguchi	
	

	
	
	

	

	



	
	

	
	

Director’s	Statement	
	

Hello,	my	name	 is	Warren	P.	 Sonoda	and	 I’m	a	
Japanese-Canadian	 filmmaker	 known	 more	 for	
my	 crazy	 comedies	 than	 hard-hitting	 dramatic	
crime	 films	 -	 but	 Things	 I	 Do	 For	Money	 came	
from	 my	 desire	 to	 reconnect	 with	 my	 own	
cultural	 story,	 use	 my	 previous	 music	 video	
experience	to	put	a	new	spin	on	a	music-movie	
and	put	on	screen	a	cast	of	characters	that	I	can	
relate	 to	 –	 the	 fictional	 “Yaguchis”	 of	 our	 film	
could	 very	 well	 be	 my	 own	 "Sonoda"	 family	
(without	 all	 the	 bullets)	 and	 my	 two	 older	
brothers,	 Ronnie	 and	 Bobby,	 have	 always	 had	
such	 an	 influence	 on	 me	 as	 a	 child	 that	 they	
share	aspects	of	Nick	and	Eli	in	the	movie.		

	
In	 a	 way,	 the	 challenge	 facing	 our	main	 protagonist	 Eli	 Yaguchi	 in	 Things	 I	 Do	 For	Money	 is	 the	 same	
ground-game	 I’m	playing	myself	 as	 a	 filmmaker:	 Eli	 has	one	 chance	 to	play	his	 cello	 the	best	he’s	 ever	
played	 to	 save	 his	 father’s	 life,	 steal	 an	 $8	million	 dollar	 painting,	 impress	 the	 head	 adjudicator	 of	 the	
famed	music	conservatory	he	wants	to	get	into	and	rescue	his	brother	from	a	life	of	crime.	All	the	chips	
are	on	the	table	for	him	to	fail	or	succeed.	And	he	goes	for	it.	
	
Well,	in	a	way,	Things	I	Do	For	Money	is	my	own	cinematic	swing	at	the	fence.		
	
This	all	came	about	when	my	co-writer	Gary	
Nolan	and	I	were	batting	around	ideas	for	a	
small,	 contained	 indie	 film	 that	we	wanted	
to	 make	 during	 the	 summer	 of	 2018	 after	
years	 of	 not	 being	 able	 to	 get	 any	 of	 our	
previous	scripts	produced.		
	
Out	of	all	the	ideas	we	had,	we	kept	coming	
back	to	these	two	phenomenal	cello-playing	
brothers	 that	 Gary	 knew	 through	 his	
teaching	 career	 in	 Hamilton,	 Ontario,	
Canada.	Gary	knew	that	Max	and	Theo	Aoki	
were	 incredibly	 talented,	 got	 them	 on	 my	
radar	 years	 ago	 and	 we	 watched	 as	 they	
progressed	 into	 accomplished,	 popular	
cellists	in	our	hometown.	Instead	of	making	
a	 typically	 small,	 contained,	 4-character	
talking-heads	 drama	 in	 one	 or	 two	
locations,	we	came	up	with	Things	 I	Do	For	
Money	 with	 its	 50+	 speaking	 parts,	 140+	
background	 roles,	 35	 locations,	 6	 cello	
performances	 and	5	 action	 sequences	–	 all	
shot	 in	 13	 main	 unit	 days	 and	 2	 days	 of	
pickups.	Whew!		
	
	
	

	



	
	
	
	
	

	
	
The	main	characters	in	the	film,	Eli	and	Nick	Yaguchi,	are	two	Japanese-Canadian	brothers	who	share	a	lot	
of	DNA	with	myself	and	the	way	I	grew	up.	I	was	no	cello	prodigy	and	I	certainly	didn’t	try	to	steal	an	$8	
million	dollar	painting,	but	I	was	wondering	who	I	was,	what	I	could	become,	what	my	place	in	the	world	
was	 -	 while	 also	 wondering	 what	 it	 meant	 to	 be	 “normal”	 and	maybe	 be	 less	 “Japanese”.	 As	 a	 third-
generation,	Canadian-born	Japanese	Sansei,	the	race	for	cultural	assimilation	was	an	unconscious	decision	
my	parents	Pat	and	Roy	Sonoda,	Nisei	(second-generation)	Japanese-Canadians,	had	to	make	after	being	
let	out	of	the	B.C.	Internment	Camps	during	World	War	II.		
	
This	is	the	same	world	the	two	Yaguchi	brothers	Eli	and	Nick	(who	would	be	fourth-generation	Yonsei)	are	
navigating	and	we	 ripple	 that	 same	conflicted	brother	 storyline	 in	 their	dad,	Tosh	and	his	brother,	 Just	
Jimmy’s,	Sansei	 relationship	 as	well.	 In	many	ways,	 our	 characters	 are	 seeking	 their	 own	 redirection	 in	
their	lives	to	get	to	the	next	level	-	the	way	out	and	up	-	to	change	their	course.	Relevant	themes	we	keep	
playing	with	and	investigate	in	the	film.		
	

	
	
It	was	also	important	for	me	to	set	the	story	in	my	hometown	of	Hamilton,	Ontario,	Canada,	playing	itself	
on	film.	That	specificity	of	place,	of	 its	people,	of	things	 I	knew	and	grew	up	with,	help	give	this	 film	 its	
gritty	vitality	and	kinetic	energy.	We	wanted	to	push	the	limits	of	what	a	small,	passion-project	film	can	
be.	This	 is	the	very	first	Japanese-Canadian-Cello-Crime-Heist-Caper-Music-Movie	(!!)	that	 I	can	think	of,	
and	dream	up.	I	hope	audiences	find	it	as	fun	and	engaging	as	we	do!		
	

Thank	you	so	much	for	watching,	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	



	
	
	
	
	
	

#POCpledge	
	
Announced	 during	 the	 Things	 I	 Do	
For	 Money’s	 successful	 Indiegogo	
Campaign,	 filmmaker	 Warren	 P.	
Sonoda	made	a	pact	with	himself	as	a	
filmmaker	 (the	 #POCpledge)	 -	 his	
own	 personal	 challenge	 as	 a	
Japanese	Canadian	 filmmaker.	On	all	
of	 his	 personal	 feature	 film	 and	 TV	
projects	that	he	creates	himself,	one	
out	of	the	top	three	roles	on	the	call	
sheet	will	be	a	Person	Of	Colour.	The	
#POCpledge	 is	 pretty	 simple	 and	
elegant	 –	 kinda	 like	 the	 parameters	
of	 the	 Bechdel	 Test	 (which	 TIDFM	
passes).	 1	 out	 of	 the	 top	 3.	Things	 I	
Do	 For	 Money	 has	 8	 out	 of	 the	 top	
10.	If	you	can	see	it,	you	can	be	it.	
	

	
	
	

The	Cast	
	

	
	
THEODOR	and	MAXIMILIAN	AOKI	(Eli	and	Nick	Yaguchi)	
	
Theodor	and	Maximilian	Aoki	are	brothers	from	Hamilton,	Ontario.	Together,	they	arrange,	compose,	and	
perform	contemporary	music	on	two	cellos	 in	a	duo	called	versaCello.	Since	forming	versaCello	 in	2014,	
they	have	won	the	2015	JUNOs	Turn	 It	On:	Sound	Off	competition,	 the	2018	As	 It	Happens	Theme	Song	
Challenge	 for	 the	 CBC,	 recorded	with	 JUNO	award-winning	 producer	 John	 “Beetle”	 Bailey,	 and	 opened	
Hamilton’s	Supercrawl	in	2018.	Both	are	studying	Engineering	at	McMaster	University	while	concurrently	
pursing	exciting	opportunities	in	music.	Things	I	Do	For	Money	is	their	debut	as	actors	and	film	composers.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	



	
	
	
	
	

	
	
YODIT	TEWODEROS	(Laura	Mickel)	
	
Yodit	Tewoderos	 lives	 in	Hamilton,	Ontario	and	 is	 currently	attending	Wilfred	Laurier	University	 for	her	
first	year	in	Sociology.	Yodit	is	an	accomplished	figure	skater	over	the	past	16	years	and	has	a	new	found	
passion	for	acting	and	modelling.	Things	I	Do	For	Money	is	her	debut	as	an	actor.	
	

	
	
JENNIFER	WALTON	(Mary	Yaguchi)	

Jennifer	 Walton	 is	 Co-Director	 of	 The	 Creative	 Theatre	 Company,	 teaching	 acting	 to	 talented	 young	
people	 for	more	 than	 25	 years	 and	 leading	 corporate	 team	building	workshops.	 As	 an	 actor,	 she	most	
recently	appeared	in	the	critically	acclaimed	production	of	Your	Own	Sons	-	Same	Boat	Theatre,	Hamilton.	
Recent	 film	 credits	 include	Things	 I	 Do	 for	 Money	 as	 well	 as	two	 short	 films	 -	Backyard	 Astronaut	
II	and	Pull	Yourself	Together.	Other	acting	credits	 include	Diary	of	Anne	Frank	and	The	Woman	in	Black	–	
Theatre	Aquarius.	She	directed	The	Tragedy	of	Othella	Moore	at	the	Hamilton	Fringe	Festival	2016	where	
it	 won	 Best	 of	 Fringe.	 Jennifer	 is	 also	 a	 founding	 member	 and	 co-Artistic	 Director	 of	 Hamilton	 based	
Women's	Work	 Playwright	 Collective	 where	 her	 current	 full-length	 play	GUNPLAY	 (after	 the	 gun	 goes	
off)	had	 its	 first	 staged	 reading.	 Jennifer	 is	 also	 a	member	 of	 the	 Theatre	Aquarius	 Playwrights	Unit.	In	
2016-17	her	ten	minute	plays	were	featured	in	the	Little	Black	Dress	Ink	–	Onstage	Women’s	Playwright	
Festival	in	the	US	and	the	Playwright's	Guild	of	Canada	Conference	2017.	She	is	a	frequent	storyteller	for	
The	Six	Minute	Memoir	Series.	

	

	



	

	

	

	
	
RHETT	MORITA	(Tosh	Yaguchi)	
	
Rhett	Morita	has	worked	behind	 the	camera	and	on	 set,	 literally	 since	 the	80’s,	 lensing	many	 features,	
series	and	TV	movies	as	a	Director	of	Photography	including	Killing	Zelda	Sparks,	Smart	Woman	Survival	
Guide,	 Free	 Fall	 and	 the	 recently	 released	A	 Swingers	Weekend.	 Things	 I	 Do	 For	Money	marks	 Rhett’s	
feature	film	debut	as	a	lead	actor.	His	previous	acting	experience,	limited	to	one	small	SOC	part	in	a	film	
over	25	 years	 ago,	 and	a	 few	cabaret	 clown	performances.	He	 can	be	 seen	 in	 the	upcoming	Netflix	 TV	
show,	Age	of	Samurai:	Battle	for	Japan.	
	

	
	
EDWARD	AOKI	(Just	Jimmy)	
	
Edward	Aoki	was	 born	 in	May	 1963	 and	 is	 the	 father	 of	 Things	 I	Do	 For	Money’s	 stars	 and	 composers	
Maximilian	and	Theodor	Aoki.	He	has	a	BFA	 (with	honours),	MFA	(painting)	and	MDes	 (theory)	all	 from	
the	 University	 of	 Alberta.	 	 He	 was	 a	 recipient	 of	 the	 1985	 Ellen	 Battell	 Stoekel	 Fellowship	 from	 Yale	
University.	 He	 has	 taught	 Fine	Arts	 courses	 at	 the	University	 of	 Alberta,	 Brock	University	 and	 Fanshaw	
College.	 	 Currently	 he	 is	 an	 art	 instructor	 and	 program	 supervisor	 at	 Robert	 Land	 Academy,	 a	military	
boarding	school	for	high	school	students.	Things	I	do	for	Money	is	his	acting	debut	in	a	feature	film.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
DAX	LOUGH	(Alexi	Raduli)	
	
Dax	Lough	 is	a	classically	 trained	Actor	 from	Glasgow,	Scotland.	His	primary	 focus	has	been	the	theater	
where	 he	 has	 performed	 in	 many	 productions	 and	 learned	 from	 some	 of	 Canada's	 most	 celebrated	
Directors	and	Actors.	Highlights	 include	working	with	Modern	Times	Stage	Company	 in	a	production	of	
Macbeth,	performed	in	Tehran,	which	ran	as	part	of	the	International	Festival	of	Fadj	under	the	Direction	
of	Soheil	Parsa.	Dax	will	be	seen	 in	 the	upcoming	2020	 feature	Ace	and	 the	Scout	 from	Electric	Motion	
Pictures.	
	

	
	
DANILO	REYES	(Gonzo)	
	
Danilo	Reyes	is	a	Toronto-based	actor	and	musician.	He's	best	known	for	his	work	in	Black	Gold,	Things	I	
Do	 For	 Money,	 and	 Broke	 and	 Famous.	 Danilo	 trained	 for	 10	 years	 in	 classical	 piano	 and	 has	 always	
gravitated	 towards	 the	 arts.	However	 he	pursued	 a	Bachelor	 of	 Commerce	degree	 at	McGill	University	
and	 a	 career	 in	 corporate	marketing.	 After	 several	 years	 in	 the	 corporate	 environment,	 his	 passion	 for	
artistic	endeavours	led	him	back	to	acting.	He	was	born	and	raised	in	Brampton,	ON	to	a	Jamaican	father	
and	Filipino	mother	and	is	based	in	Toronto,	ON.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
COLETTE	ZACCA	(Brenda	Mickel)	
	
Colette	Zacca	has	trained	at	The	Royal	Central	School	of	Speech	and	Drama,	UK,	HB	Studios	in	New	York	
and	TVI	in	LA.		She	has	had	a	plethora	of	experience	on	screen	and	stage	and	has	recently	played	the	role	
of	 Blessing	 in	 Swapsies,	 a	 short	film	 for	 Fox	 entertainment	 in	 the	 US.	 Her	 most	 recent	 television	 role	
was	Nurse	Williams	in	Dreaming	Whilst	Black.	Her	latest	stage	production	was	that	of	Faith	in	Behind	The	
Canvas,	written	by	Shakella	Dedi	and	Lola	Remmy.		Colette	is	presently	shaking	up	a	storm	as	the	singing,	
Dancing	Granny	in	the	Sloggi	underwear,	worldwide	40th	anniversary	commercial,	Granny	Got	Pants.		
	
	

	
	
ALI	A.	KAZMI	(Cossy)	
	
Acting	 is	 Ali	 A.	 Kazmi’s	 ultimate	 passion,	 and	 passion	 his	 defining	 trait.	 He	 currently	 studies	 English	
Literature	and	Film	at	the	University	of	Toronto,	but	has	been	accepted	into	York	University’s	prestigious	
Theatre	program	on	scholarship	and	will	complete	his	post-secondary	education	there.	Ali	spends	most	of	
his	time	honing	his	craft	as	an	actor	by	taking	classes	in	downtown	Toronto.	Things	I	do	for	Money	is	his	
acting	debut	in	a	feature	film.	
	
	
	
	
	
	



	
	
	
	
	

	
THE	TEAM	

	

		 	

WARREN	P.	SONODA	-	DIRECTOR	

Emmy-nominated	 filmmaker	 Warren	 P.	 Sonoda	 is	 known	 for	 directing	 his	 features	 Coopers’	 Camera,	
Swearnet:	The	Movie,	5ive	Girls,	Ham	&	Cheese,	the	iconic	TV	shows	Trailer	Park	Boys,	This	Hour	Has	22	
Minutes,	Murdoch	Mysteries,	Odd	 Squad	and	over	 160	music	 videos,	 70	 episodes	 of	 TV	 and	 11	 feature	
films.	 He	 also	 received	 the	Queen's	 Jubilee	 Medal	 for	 his	 contributions	 to	 Canadian	 cinema,	 knocked	
Martin	 Scorsese	 out	 of	 the	Guinness	 Book	 of	World	 Records,	 won	 Best	 Director	 at	 the	 2017	 Christian	
International	Film	Festival	and	was	the	first	person	of	colour	and	youngest	DGC	member	elected	as	the	
Directors	 Guild	 of	 Canada’s	 National	 Directors	 Division	 Chair.	 He	 is	 also	 a	 champion	 of	 independent	
Canadian	film	as	the	Chair	of	the	Canadian	Film	Fest	and	sat	on	the	inaugural	advisory	board	of	Women	In	
View	 x2	More.	He	 recently	 wrapped	 POC-driven	Utopia	 Falls	 for	 Hulu	 and	 his	 new	 Japanese-Canadian	
feature	film	Things	I	Do	For	Money	will	be	released	in	2020.	
	

MAXIMILIAN	AND	THEODOR	AOKI	–	
FILM	COMPOSERS	
	
The	 challenge	 for	 brothers	 Maximilian	 and	
Theodor	Aoki	on	Things	 I	Do	For	Money	was	 to	
compose,	 arrange	 and	 perform	 all	 the	 original	
cello	 music	 in	 the	 film	 while	 simultaneously	
learning	 their	 lines	 as	 its	 stars.	 They’ve	 never	
composed	 music	 for	 an	 entire	 feature	 film	
before	(or	starred	in	one	for	that	matter)	so	this	
was	 doubly	 daunting,	 but	 ultimately	 incredibly	
rewarding.	 Working	 alongside	 award-winning	

music	 producer	 Byron	 Kent	Wong	 (Choir!	 Choir!	 Choir!,	 Poor	 Boy’s	Game,	 former	 host	 of	 City	 TV’s	The	
NewMusic),	Max	and	Theo	relentlessly	recorded	over	50	original	music	cues	for	the	film	at	Zero11Zero’s	
The	Tell	Studios	and	in	their	own	Aoki	living	room.	Not	only	proficient	in	the	cello,	Max	and	Theo	played	
every	single	instrument	for	all	of	the	original	score	and	theatrical	composition	tracks	including	pop	song	
Sitting	In	Your	Car	and	the	centre-piece	original	two-cello	composition	Monument	that	is	featured	in	the	
film’s	climax.	The	Soundtrack	for	Things	I	Do	For	Money	will	be	released	on	IndieCan	Records	in	2020.		
	
	
	
	
	
	

	



	
	
	
	

EMILY	ANDREWS,	JEN	POGUE,	LAURA	NORDIN	–	FILMCOOP	-	PRODUCERS	

This	 strong	 female-led	 production	
company	 is	 a	 highly	 sought-after	 team	
having	collaboratively	produced	nearly	a	
dozen	films	in	2018	alone.		Filmcoop	Inc.	
will	 stop	 at	 nothing	 to	 see	 the	 job	
through,	 to	 get	 our	 stories	 heard.	 Emily	
Andrews,	 Jen	 Pogue	 and	 Laura	 Nordin	
are	 a	 collaborative	 and	 creative	
producing	 team	 bringing	 audiences	
theatrical	 releases	 and	festival	 runs	of	
such	 feature	 films	 as	Cocksure	 Lads,	
Burning,	 Burning,	 Gord	 Rand’s	 absurd	
dinner	 party	 comedy	Pond	 LIfe	 and	
Astrid	Van	Wieren	and	 Jon	Michaelson’s	
heart-wrenching	 social	 work	 drama	 The	

River	 You	 Step	 In.	They	 have	 produced	 award-winning	 short	 films	 such	 as	 the	 multi-award-winning	
Jessica	Jessica,	which	 is	currently	airing	on	CBC’s	Reflections	Program,	The	Case	of	The	Massey	Bodice	
Ripping,	which	was	awarded	‘Best	Short’	at	the	Venice	Short	Film	Festival,	and	Orchid,	which	received	
the	Toronto	ACTRA	Women’s	Committee	Toolkit	Grant	and	is	now	streaming	on	NSI	Canada.		

	
	

	

AVI	FEDERGREEN	-	FEDERGREEN	ENTERTAINMENT	-	PRODUCER	

Avi	Federgreen’s	over	 twenty	years	of	experience	 in	 the	Canadian	 film	 industry	 includes	over	 fifty	 films	
produced.	Avi’s	newly	completed	 films,	which	are	 travelling	around	the	 film	festival	circuit	 include	Man	
Running	directed	by	Gary	Burns,	Lifechanger,	directed	by	Justin	McConnell,	and	Altered	Skin	directed	by	
Adnan	Ahmed.		Avi	also	is	the	creator	of	the	Indiecan10K	&	Indiecan	20K	First	Feature	Initiatives	that	have	
now	helped	8	first	features	get	made	across	Canada,	including	the	NWT	film	Elijah	and	the	Rock	Creature	
directed	by	Jennifer	Walden	and	the	Northern	Ontario	film	Fugue,	directed	by	Tomas	Street.	Avi’s	other	
producing	credits	include	One	Week,	Still	Mine,	Kiss	and	Cry,	Prisoner	X,	Score:	A	Hockey	Musical,	Relative	
Happiness,	How	To	Plan	An	Orgy	in	A	Small	Town,	Moon	Point,	I’m	Yours,	Hungry	Hills,	High	Life,	Leslie,	My	
Name	Is	Evil	to	name	a	few.	

	

	

	

	



	

	

	

	

CHRISTOPH	BENFEY	–	DIRECTOR	OF	PHOTOGRAPHY	

Christoph	Benfey	has	been	using	cameras	to	tell	stories	for	almost	two	decades,	picking	up	several	awards	
and	 accolades	 along	 the	 way.	 A	 passionate	 filmmaker,	 Christoph	 has	 carved	 out	 his	 own	 style	 by	
combining	an	astutely	experimental	approach	to	cinematography	with	a	deep	appreciation	for	tried	and	
tested	 traditional	 filmmaking	 techniques.	 	 Things	 I	 Do	 For	Money	 is	 Christoph’s	 first	 feature	 film	 as	 a	
cinematographer,	and	he’ll	be	going	to	camera	on	his	second	feature,	The	Gypsy	Bride,	this	fall.	When	he’s	
not	working	on	long-form	narrative	films,	you’ll	still	find	him	behind	the	camera	on	everything	from	music	
videos,	commercials,	TV	shows,	and	probably	even	some	of	your	favourite	corporate	videos.	
	
	

	

ANNA	CATLEY	-	EDITOR	

Film,	in	all	aspects,	is	Anna	Catley’s	ultimate	passion.	She	graduated	from	Queen’s	University	with	a	BAH	
in	film	studies	with	the	intent	of	pursuing	a	career	as	a	film	critic	and	academic	but	soon	gravitated	to	the	
wonderful	world	of	film	editing.	With	Anna’s	lifelong	obsession	with	cinema,	she	brings	a	wealth	of	
knowledge	and	a	unique	filmic	eye	to	the	editing	process.	In	her	spare	time,	Anna	combines	a	way	to	
blend	her	love	of	film	theory	and	history	with	her	passion	for	editing	by	making	video	essays	about	
whatever	currently	interests	her	in	cinema.	She	also	has	extensive	experience	working	as	a	video	editor	in	
the	advertising	and	music	video	worlds.	Things	I	Do	For	Money	is	Anna’s	first	feature	as	picture	editor.	

	

	



	

	

	

GARY	NOLAN	&	WARREN	P.	SONODA	-	WRITERS	

Screenwriters	Gary	Nolan	and	Warren	P.	Sonoda	have	been	writing	together	for	almost	20	years,	but	of	
the	10	feature	films	Warren	had	directed	up	to	that	point,	none	of	them	were	from	the	numerous	
screenplays	the	duo	wrote	together.	So	in	the	fall	of	2017,	Gary	and	Warren	decided	to	just	go	out	and	
write	something	small	and	make	it	in	the	summer	of	2018,	not	wait	for	anything	or	anyone	to	make	it	
happen.	You	know,	a	4-hander	in	one	location,	not	a	lot	of	crazy	set	pieces…	basically	a	normal	indie	film.	
What	they	wrote	was	Things	I	Do	For	Money	-	a	dynamic,	exciting,	no-holds-barred	script	with	50+	
speaking	parts,	140+	background	roles,	35	locations,	6	cello	performances	and	5	action	sequences	–	all	
shot	in	13	main	unit	days	and	2	days	of	pickups.	This	is	Gary’s	first	produced	screenplay	and	Warren’s	
fourth	(along	with	Unrivaled	[2010],	5ive	Girls	[2006],	Heartstopper	[2006]).	They	have	a	new,	gritty,	crime	
television	series	called	The	Hammer	(set	in	their	steel-town	home	of	Hamilton,	Ontario	where	Things	I	Do	
For	Money	is	set	in)	as	well	as	Things	I	Do	For	Money	2	and	several	other	feature	scripts	in	development.		

	

TECHNICAL	SPECS	

Completion	Date	 	 July	2019	
Duration	 	 	 88	mins	32	seconds	
Country	of	Origin	 	 Canada	
Production	Budget	 	 $160,000	Cdn	
Shoot	Days	 	 	 13	main	unit,	2	pick	up	days	
Shooting	Period	 	 August	2018	
Aspect	Ratio	 	 	 2.35:1	
Image	 	 	 	 4k	Digital	-	Colour	-	23.98	fps	(PAL	also	avail)		
Sound	 	 	 	 5.1	Surround	Sound	
Language	 	 	 English	with	some	Japanese	
Screening	Formats	 	 DCP,	ProRes,	BluRay	
	
	
	
	
	 	



	
	
	
	

	
FULL	CREDITS	

	
Directed	by		 	 		Warren	P.	Sonoda	

Written	by	 	 		Gary	Nolan	&	Warren	P.	Sonoda	

Produced	by	 	 		Avi	Federgreen,	Emily	Andrews,	Jen	Pogue,	Laura	Nordin	

Executive	Producers	 		Marvin	Waxman,	John	Laing,	Mark	Gingras,	James	Fler,	Andrew	T.	Hunt,				

		Michael	Paszt,	Byron	Kent	Wong,	Gary	Nolan	and	Warren	P.	Sonoda	

Production	Designer	 		Lindsay	Rheault	

Costume	Designer	 		John	Dunnett	

Hair	&	Makeup	by	 		Katie	Beetham	

Director	of	Photography	 		Christoph	Benfey	

Editor		 	 	 		Anna	Catley	

Assistant	Editor	 	 		Leah	Lalich	

Editorial	Services		 		Kat	Webber	

Music	Composers		 		Maximilian	and	Theodor	Aoki	

Music	Supervisor		 		Michael	Perlmutter	

Music	Producer	 	 		Byron	Kent	Wong	

1st	Assistant	Director	 		Joe	Craib	

Visual	Effects	Supervisor	 		Mike	Sevigny	

Special	Effects	Supervisor	 		Melinda	Ramsey	and	Max	Macdonald	

Sound	Recordists		 		Spencer	Seibert	and	Liam	Jollymore	

Sound	Effects	Editor	 		Joseph	Facciuolo	

Dialogue	Editor	 	 		Faustine	Pelipel	

Re-Recording	Mixers	 		Stephen	Traub	and	Lucas	Roveda	

Stunt	Coordinator	 		Richard	Collier	

	
PRODUCTION	COMPANIES:	Federgreen	Entertainment,	Filmcoop,	Raven	Banner,	Urban	Post	Production	
CANADIAN	DISTRIBUTOR:	Raven	Banner		 	 INTERNATIONAL	SALES	AGENT:	Evolutionary	Films	
	 	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	



	
	
	
	
	

												 	

PRESS	AND	NEWS	

	

Whistler	Adds	Nine	Canadian	World	Premieres	–	Playback	Magazine		
http://playbackonline.ca/2019/09/18/wff-adds-nine-canadian-world-premieres/	

	
Sonoda	Sets	To	Work	On	Next	Feature	–	Playback	Magazine	

http://playbackonline.ca/2018/07/20/sonoda-sets-to-work-on-next-feature/	
	

VersaCello	wins	the	As	It	Happens	Theme	Song	Challenge	–	CBC	
	https://tinyurl.com/y2pl2gmd	

	
A	Film	About	Music,	Identity	And	Family	–	CFMU	Radio	

http://cfmu.ca/posts/256-things-i-do-for-money-a-film-about-music-identity-and-family	
	

British	Rapper	Lil’	Ol’	Granny’s	New	Video	With	Sloggi	–	Elle	Magazine	
https://www.elle.com.sg/watch-british-rapper-lil-ol-grannys-new-video-with-sloggi/	

	
Colette	Zacca	is	the	Dancing	Granny	at	Notting	Hill	Carnival	–	The	Stylist	UK	

https://www.stylist.co.uk/people/notting-hill-carnival-dancing-granny-watch-video-sloggi-
underwear/291450	

	
Colette	Zacca	Becomes	A	Viral	Hit	As	The	Dancing	Granny	–	The	Evening	Standard	UK	

https://www.standard.co.uk/news/london/notting-hill-carnivals-dancing-granny-signed-by-underwear-
brand-after-becoming-viral-twerking-hit-a4225021.html	

	
Canada’s	Film	and	TV	Workers	Launch	Political	Pressure	–	Toronto	Star	

https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2019/07/25/canadas-film-and-tv-workers-launch-support-
campaign-ahead-of-octobers-federal-election.html	

	
	


